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If you have already enrolled in the Canadian school or even planning to do this, then the question is
where to live during training - surely you do not care if you are not least. Therefore, it will not be
superfluous to understand what major accommodation options can find a foreign student in Canada,
where to look for them and how.

 Housing options for a foreign student in Canada. Student hostels (DORMITORIES)

 Some colleges and universities of Canada offer their student hostels or townhouses. They can be
located both on the territory of the educational institution and beyond.

 The student hostel in Canada is a large house with shared places for entertainment and cooking,
plus bedrooms and bathrooms that can share 2-4 student among themselves. Very often, the
dormitories are recommended to students of the first course of study. Moreover, in some
educational institutions, they are only the first courses on the charter.

 Student Townhouse - a house for 3-6 people with separate bedrooms and common living room and
kitchen. This accommodation is often offered to students of 2-4 courses.

 In both cases, breakfasts and dinners can be included in the accommodation fee (or something
one), payment of the Internet and water. Guest House (HomeStay)

 Accommodation in the guest house usually assumes a separate bedroom. All the rest of the space
you will share with the family that owns the house. This option has its advantages. Many young
people are easier to start life in a new country next to Aboriginal, which can help real advice. Many
parents easier to let go of a child in an unfamiliar place, knowing that he will be there at least under
some kind of senior supervision. Moreover, in the guest house you do not have to think about food
and washing. Usually it is all included in the price. The main disadvantage of the guest house can
be the remoteness from the educational institution. If you are looking for, consider that for Canada
spend 30-60 minutes on the road to the university or college is considered normal. General
apartments outside the educational institution (Off-Campus Shared Apartment)

 As a rule, these are usual apartments with isolated bedrooms. Each student has its own bedroom,
and all the rest of the space they divide each other. Sometimes you can shoot such a room right
through your educational institution, sometimes special agencies use for this. Plain Apartment
Rental / Floor of a Private House

 In Canada, it is enough opportunities to take a conventional apartment or part of a residential
building for rent. In general, it is really done even before moving to the country. This is usually the
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most expensive accommodation option if you do not find a friend with whom you can live together
and share costs. See what we give and how much it is possible here.

 How to find housing a student in Canada

 First of all, learn the site of the selected educational institution or contact the Department for
Foreign Students. Usually colleges and universities canvas provide some options for living. If the
selected educational institution has no hostel or general apartments, then there you can get the
contacts of a reliable agency for resettlement. Many educational institutions create their internal
online platforms, where students can find potential neighbors for housing rental.

 If you decide to rent an apartment in Canada yourself, then the tenants will surely want to receive
recommendations from some Canadian people. Keep in mind that often an educational institution
helps in this matter to his students and acts as a recommender. What not to forget when looking for
housing in Canada

Do not postpone the search at the last moment. As a rule, educational institutions in Canada have
extremely limited opportunities for the resettlement of students, so as soon as you received an
official letter of enrollment, immediately begin to deal with this issue. The peak of demand for
student housing is traditionally coming at the end of summer.

Many hostels provide food as an additional option to accommodation. Learn more about this service
and decide whether it needs you.
Specify whether utility payments are included in the placement of accommodation. If not, then what
amount they make up. Agree, get such a "surprise" after arrival will be not very nice.
In Canadian educational institutions, all conditions have been created for learning students with
disabilities. However, if you feel about such students, inform your college or university about it in
advance.
It is better to arrive in advance in advance to have time to get used in a new place before the start of
training. Usually enough for this week.
Be prepared that upon arrival you will have to sign the lease agreement (usually 6 months or 1 year)
and make a deposit in one month of residence.


